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RESUMO
A doença do disco adjacente tem sido considerada como complicaçãotarda da cirurgia de artrodese vertebral. Ela é descrita como qualquer degeneração que ocorre nos segmentos móveis acima ou abaixo do segmento vertebral que passou pela cirurgia de artrodese. Muitos questionamentos têm sido apresentados nos últimos anos relacionados a esse problema e será apresentada e discutida a possibilidade de causas mecânicas relacionadas à realização da artrodese vertebral ou ao processo degenerativo do disco intervertebral. As possibilidades de tratamento conservador e cirúrgico são apresentadas e discutidas. A degeneração do disco intervertebral está relacionada à predisposição genética e à agressão de segmentos vertebrais que não sofreram cirurgia de artrodese é um acontecimento esperado.

RESUMEN
La enfermedad del disco adyacente ha sido considerada como una complicación tardía de la arthrodesis vertebral. Ella es descrita como cualquier degeneración que ocurre en los segmentos móviles encima o abajo del segmento vertebral que pasó pela cirurgia de artrodese. Muchas controversias se han presentado en los últimos años relacionados con ese problema. De esta forma será presentado y discutido la posible etiología mecánica relacionada con la formación de arthrodesis vertebral y el proceso degenerativo vertebral del disco intervertebral. Las posibilidades del tratamiento conservador y quirúrgico serán presentadas y discutidas. La degeneración del disco intervertebral está relacionada con la predisposición genética, con la agresión de los segmentos vertebrales no arrodedos y una agresión esperada.
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INTRODUCTION

Lumbar fusion is a procedure that has been in development for more than 80 years. Adjacent segment disease or transitional syndrome has been considered a late complication of spine fusion, especially instrumented fusion. Not since the introduction of pedicle screw fixation, a device which allows a better control of intersegment mobility and higher load resistance, has this syndrome been an object of real study (Figure 1).

A big meta-analysis of 101 articles documented 94.8% fusion rates in 5756 patients studied. In relation to pedicle screw fixation they described 12.5% rates of complications in which adjacent segment degeneration was included. The incidence of this syndrome is low during the early years after surgery, but it progressively begins to increase in frequency during the late ones. It ranges in the lumbar spine between 5.6% at 2 years follow-up to 45% at 33 years after surgery. No all patients are symptomatic. Actually most of findings are just X-rays ones at follow-up. Those patients that appear symptomatic may require surgery. In a study by Abla et al. 501 fusions in a period of 5 years, 8.2% required an extension of the original fusion, having the time between their first and second surgery an average of 16.4 years. Can we consider these degenerative changes as being caused or triggered by surgery? Is the transitional syndrome a late complication of surgery, or is the normal degenerative process of the spine following its course? Is it natural History?

Findings at an adjacent level disease

We divided these findings in four main groups: disc degeneration, instability, stenosis and fracture. Disc degeneration can manifest itself as loss of disc height, disc space narrowing or herniated nucleus pulposus (Figure 2). Instability may be considered hypermobility of the segment or listhesis, a 7% incidence has been reported of adjacent instability after 2.4 years and 45% after 33 years. We define instability of the adjacent segment as a slippage of more than 4mm, either anterior or posterior and/or an angle change of more than 10° on flexion and extension. Lateral listhesis is not mentioned in his definition, we consider it to be a component or manifestation of instability, no studies have stated a measurable parameter, it presence is in itself diagnostic. The motion segment above the fused level is the most commonly affected. May be due to hypertrophic facet arthritis, Flavum Ligament hypertrophy and/or osteophyte formation. Fractures are rare, but may be present as either a vertebral compression fracture or a stress fracture of the pars interarticularis on both sides. Any of this findings by itself or combined constitute part of the adjacent segment syndrome.

Risk factors that induce or trigger changes in the adjacent mobile segments are plentiful. It has been mentioned adjacent facet injury, long arthrodesis, sagittal alignment, coronal alignment, previously degenerated segments, lumbar stenosis, PLIF, age, osteoporosis, smoking, females and post-menopausal states. Facet violation is not uncommon. A study by Shah et al. of 212 top-level screws where evaluation by computed tomography scan, violation occurred in 32% of the patients with a 20% of facet involvement. This may raise the subject of adjacent instability in those patients in

Definition

How could we define adjacent segment disease? Park et al. describes it as any degeneration that develops at mobile segments above or below a fused spinal segment. We define it as any radiological changes developing at an adjacent segment, not necessarily immediately next to a previously fused level at least a year after spinal fusion. These findings are not necessarily symptomatic. However a time component has been stated in our definition. We cannot consider alterations at an adjacent level as a new pathology or complication, most probably below that time lapse, those findings were already there, a year is somewhat arbitrary, just the time it takes you not to consider it a failed back surgery syndrome. If we believe it to be a late complication of our surgery, then it was, maybe, our failure to maintain the basic biomechanics of the spine in order to allow its mobile segments to function normally. We know the degenerative process is the normal ageing progression of the spine. So how can we help not compromise the biomechanics of an already dysfunctional spine whose mechanics are already altered, hence the need for the original surgery anyhow. So can we state that this process is caused by our surgery in the opposite of it being triggered by it?

Figure 1
Adjacent segment degeneration in a 55 year old female after a posterior fusion due to spinal stenosis. One year post-op

Figure 2
Disc narrowing, disc herniation, hypermobility found adjacent to a previously fused segment. Risk factors for adjacent segment degeneration
whom facet damage was present\(^1\). Instrumented arthrodesis have higher incidences of transitional syndromes than non instrumented ones, a study with computed tomography showed that the facet violation with pedicle screws is around a 30\(^\circ\)\(^1\), in the literature one can find in studies up to 50\(^\circ\), therefore this would contribute to the acceleration of a degenerative process but secondary to facet injury, not due to stress forces. Other studies argue against this issue but no serious studies have been made to prove why uninstrumented arthrodesis has lesser incidences of transitional syndrome.

The length of the arthrodesis is a subject to be treated separately as is commonly blamed. Some studies suggest that the posterior ligamentary complex is important in maintaining the stability in the non fused segments in relation to the fused ones\(^1\). Out of 31 patients that underwent lumbar arthrodesis with pedicular screws in which the indemnity of the posterior ligamentary complex was maintained only two developed adjacent segment disease over the fused segments in comparison with 24\% of the ones where the ligamentary complex was not preserved. Out of the caudal segments none of the patients with ligamentary complex indemnity developed any degenerative changes in relation to 5.6\% in which it was not preserved\(^1\). The effect of PLIF was studied on adjacent segment changes, no correlation was found between radiological degeneration and clinical results, no risk factor were determined, only it was suspected that the horizontalization of the lamina and the facet tropism were one of the risk factors for secondary neurological deterioration in the adjacent segment\(^5\). Aging people have segment degeneration as a base, will see that this really does not explain the pathology, this people also have absence of other support structures, osteoporosis, especially in post – menopausal patients and they have little physical activity which also helps instability\(^2\). This is the core of genetic theory, that is why older patients are more prone to develop adjacent instability and why our interventions should be to stimulate spine stability through physiotherapy and exercise, we may prevent in a small percentage its development but not avoid it altogether.

### Segments above or below a previous fusion

In 1950 Kellgren and Lawrence described that 50\% of the population would develop degenerative changes by the age of 50\(^\circ\)\(^5\), if a patient underwent surgery for spondylotic changes in a segment; the highest probability is that they develop the same pathology in the adjacent segments\(^6\). The radiological changes in the transition zones in asymptomatic fusions at ten years have the same frequency as the changes observed in control patients that haven’t undergone surgery\(^9\). However there is the feeling that the mechanical stress under which the immediately adjacent segment to an arthrodesis are submitted, suffer an accelerated degenerative process\(^\circ\). From a biochemical perspective Cole found considerable changes in the metabolism and composition of the adjacent disc to a fused segment\(^2\)\(^\circ\)\(^2\)\(^\circ\)\(^2\)\(^\circ\). 

### Genetic versus biomechanical theories

Fifty percent \% of the population develops degenerative changes by the age of 50\(^\circ\)\(^5\), if a patient underwent surgery for spondylotic changes in a segment; the highest probability is that they develop the same pathology in the adjacent segments\(^6\). The radiological changes in the transition zones in asymptomatic fusions at ten years have the same frequency as the changes observed in control patients that haven’t undergone surgery\(^9\). However there is the feeling that the mechanical stress under which the immediately adjacent segment to an arthrodesis are submitted, suffer an accelerated degenerative process\(^\circ\). From a biochemical perspective Cole found considerable changes in the metabolism and composition of the adjacent disc to a fused segment\(^2\)\(^\circ\)\(^2\)\(^\circ\)\(^2\)\(^\circ\). 

### Has adjacent segment disease a short or long termed etiology

As previously mentioned, degenerative changes may appear as early as two years after the intervention\(^2\)\(^\circ\)\(^\circ\). We defined the presence of adjacent segment disease after a year of surgery, but if we believe in the genetic theory, those changes being the normal progression can either be there before surgery or evolve rapidly after it independent on time. As age is a prognosis factor for its development, older patients should be more predisposed to early and higher rates of segment instability. So though Abla et al. report 16 years average appearance of these changes\(^4\), earlier changes are not to be excluded.

### Traumatic versus degenerative etiologies to transitional syndrome

If degenerative changes were due to overstress in adjacent segments, then there would be no difference in the incidence between traumatic or degenerative surgery, however this is not the case, traumatic surgery has very little incidence of transitional syndrome in comparison to degenerative surgery, this mainly supports a degenerative surgery over a biomechanical one.
Previously engaged levels versus healthy ones in adjacent degeneration

It’s reasonable to consider that a previously degenerated disc is prone to develop adjacent instability faster than a healthy level, even if this last one is submitted to shear stress forces. The biomechanical theory considers that the stress forces applied to the unfused disc are higher with more fused segments, due to a longer lever effect; healthy disc should be more resilient to this effect. Throckmorton et al. did a retrospective study, with a two year follow-up after laminectomy; they reviewed the clinical outcomes of this two groups, validated with the SF-36 scores and Magnetic Resonance. Twenty patients where fused adjacent to a degenerative level, five to a normal one, no adverse impact was detected in the adjacent degenerated level group, with a power analysis that validated this data with a 98% certainty, therefore it’s not a matter of stress forces, for this are equally well tolerated in a degenerated level.

Short versus long fusions. Does it matter?

Long fusions imply a larger lever, so they are expected to produce more stress on the non fused segments, the longest fusions are made in scoliosis, for those patients whose fusion ended at L5 level a follow-up was made for up to 14 years, it concluded that 61% of the patients developed disc degeneration in the L5 – S1 level, this was associate with a significant forward shift in sagittal balance and revision surgery

We believe than more the length of the fusion is the last level involved that matters. Rinella et al. studied the effect of age and distal fusion levels comparing fusions ending in T11-L2 to those ending L3-L4, higher rates of transition syndrome where found in the more distal arthrodesis.

Management

Based in the radiographic evaluations, Transitional syndrome apparently does not correlate with a poor prognosis. This is why it doesn’t necessarily need a surgical treatment. Conservative treatment may be considered with emphasis in pain control and optimizing quality of life. In order to consider surgery we must consider that the problem is being caused by the instability or the secondary spinal stenosis in the lumbar spine, in the cervical spine. Chen et al. described instability in transitional syndrome as a listhesis of more than 4mm or an angular variation higher than 10°, Schlegel et al. defined instability as a listhesis in continuity to a fused segment or significant malalignment whether in the coronal or sagittal plane without specifying measurements. What consideration should we take when we think surgery, we should assess what kind of involvement there is in order to chose the best treatment, is there compression or instability. How many levels are involved and how long was the previous arthrodesis, which was the last level fused and what option do we have of extending this fusion, of course things we must consider for any patient are age, bone quality and co morbidities. And of course we must never forget to try and explain the physiopathology of the disease, why did this happen and how could I have avoided it.

In order to solve the problem we have three alternatives, decompression without fusion, arthrodesis whether instrumented or not and in the future we might consider using a disc arthroplasty. We can consider only decompressing in those patients with no proven instability, in the presence of a single unilateral radiculopathy, lateral disc herniations or single level foraminal stenosis due to osteophyte formation. This would be the minimal useful surgery we could offer a patient, its advantages are a shorter surgical time and therefore the co morbidities associated and the preservation of the segment mobility, however we cannot predict whether instability will develop in the segment after laminoforaminotomy.

It would be mandatory to respect the respective facets, eventual fusion may occur. To approach the patient considering fusion without instrumentation is a mistake, Whitecloud et al. observed an 80% of non union in non instrumented patients.

Satisfactory results have been obtained with the instrumented extension of fusion and decompression, the same Whitecloud et al. saw that their rate of non-union fell to 17% with the use of instrumented fusion, Chen et al. reported a 5.1% of non union in his prolonged fusion using this technique but adjacent segment disease may then develop in the next adjacent level.

A new possibility is to consider the use of disc arthroplasty, it was published a case report concerning the use of a Bryan disc in the two altered levels above a previous fusion on the cervico – thoracic junction, it had a good result at short term follow-up, but we must wait and see how it actually performs.

The down part of surgery is that this is a very complex surgery in an already involved segment, complication described for this surgery are persistent pain, CSF leakage, fracture of the osteosynthesis instrumentation, non union, higher infection risk, excessive blood loss and higher risk of neurological damage.

There is evidence that the percentage of complications is higher in patients that require fusion of multiple segments as opposed to those that only require a one level fusion. The outcome of surgery is not good, Park et al. considered that post – operative pain is the only predictor of a poor result in patients submitted to decompression by a transitional syndrome, but Abla et al. observed that the affectivity of surgery is 30 to 70% in different series, other than pain, other aetiologies for failed back surgery syndrome must be under consideration.

Medicine is moving towards prevention more than treatment, so how could we prevent transitional syndrome. If we favour the degenerative theory, the only solution we might offer our patient is gene therapy to treat any predetermined degenerative changes, this is still under research and as yet nothing has been proved concerning this matter. If we go with the biomechanical theory there are some things we could do, dynamic stabilization, whether with disc arthroplasty or dynamic instrumentation is an option. Guyer et al. published 63 to 85% of good results with disc arthroplasty, however for the moments indications are limited, An 8.6 year follow-up (7 to 10 years) of “ProDisc I” showed a 26% of transitional syndrome at 34 studied levels, so under a degenerative perspective arthroplasty does not prevent adjacent instability, under a biomechanical perspective, disc arthroplasty does not modify degenerative changes of the posterior spinal complex, where degenerative disease may begin either in the operated segment or the ones adjacent to it.

However the presence of a disc does not interfere with intradiscal pressure in the segments above it, a study by Dmitriev et al. was performed in the cervical spine it was a human in vitro study of 10 cadavers concerning the C5- C6 junction, the bodies where...
classified as either control, undergoing disc arthroplasty, allograft and plating plus allograft, the spines where submitted to axial rotation, flexo-extension and bending. The intradiscal pressure was not altered in either the arthroplasty or the control groups, this was most significant in flexo-extension where fused subjects had significantly higher intradiscal pressure than both the arthroplasty and control group. Range of movement though less than the control group was maintained in the arthroplasty group. Perhaps the absence of strain in the adjacent segments will somehow prevent adjacent segment disease, there is not enough follow up to conclude either way.

Hashimoto et al. compared the incidence at five years follow-up of adjacent segmented disease and revision surgery in posterolateral fusion and those fused with the artificial Graf ligament. At the first group between 25 and 45% of the patients where affected, of those 18.5% required surgery, in the second group six to 18% presented adjacent instability and of those 5.6% required revision surgery. So there is a degree of prevention in dynamic stabilizations. Sengupta et al. published 19% of revision surgery with the use of dynamic stabilization, this would avoid the strain over the above segment but wouldn’t prevent the natural history of the pathology.

CONCLUSION

Adjacent segment disease is a difficult and controversial pathology, its diagnosis and treatment are complicated and unfortunately it seems we cannot yet prevent it. However we do not consider it as previously described a late complication of spine fusion. Most of the literature reviewed support that degenerative changes are already present or developing when we decide to fix a segment. Seventy five percent (75%) of degenerative changes at mobile segments at only two years follow up are described, despite the average 16 years in the development of adjacent instability. So we cannot blame stress forces for what nature is responsible. Adjacent segment degeneration is the natural progression of the patient’s spine, we believe that with our interference we trigger or accelerate the process but we do not produce it, that is why dynamic stabilization aids in diminishing the probability of transitional syndrome, it does not eliminate it. When we figure out how to stop, avoid or treat the normal degenerative process, aging as we more commonly know it, we will prevent this disease. Gene therapy is our next step.
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